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quest definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Apr 28 2024

quest noun c literary us kwest uk kwest add to word list add to word list c2 a long search for something that is difficult to
find or an attempt to achieve something difficult nothing will stop them in their quest for truth she went to india on a
spiritual quest

in quest of definition meaning merriam webster

Mar 27 2024

definition example sentences entries near show more save word in quest of idiom searching for something she is in quest
of the perfect wine examples of in quest of in a sentence

quest definition meaning merriam webster

Feb 26 2024

the meaning of quest is a jury of inquest how to use quest in a sentence

quest definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Jan 25 2024

a quest is all about seeking something important and it often involves a journey you would travel the world in a quest for
gold you would not travel to the front of the lunchroom in a quest for tater tots knights in the middle ages were forever
taking on quests most famously to find the holy grail in modern times you can quest

quest noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage

Dec 24 2023

noun kwest formal or literary a long search for something especially for some quality such as happiness quest for
something the quest for happiness knowledge truth in quest of something he set off in quest of adventure a quest
narrative novel story extra examples oxford collocations dictionary word origin definitions on the go

quest for idioms by the free dictionary

Nov 23 2023

quest for someone or something to hunt seek or search for something we ve been questing for locations to shoot our new
film the border is always filled with refugees questing for a better future see also for quest farlex dictionary of idioms
2024 farlex inc all rights reserved quest for someone or something

quest definition meaning dictionary com

Oct 22 2023

noun a search or pursuit made in order to find or obtain something a quest for uranium mines a quest for knowledge
synonyms undertaking mission journey pursuit hunt search classical and medieval legend an adventurous expedition
undertaken by a knight or knights to secure or achieve something the quest of the holy grail

quest for definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Sep 21 2023

definitions of quest for verb go in search of or hunt for synonyms go after pursue quest after see more cite this entry style
mla quest for vocabulary com vocabulary com dictionary quest for accessed 22 may 2024 copy citation examples from
books and articles loading examples word family quest for
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quest for definition of quest for by the free dictionary

Aug 20 2023

verb 1 quest for go in search of or hunt for pursue a hobby quest after go after pursue look for search seek try to locate or
discover or try

quest definition and meaning collins english dictionary

Jul 19 2023

noun 1 the act or an instance of looking for or seeking search a quest for diamonds 2 in medieval romance an expedition
by a knight or company of knights to accomplish some prescribed task such as finding the holy grail 3 the object of a
search goal or target my quest is the treasure of the king 4 rare a collection of alms

in quest of in quest for wordreference forums

Jun 18 2023

jul 19 2015 junshin member shanghai china mandarin shanghainese jul 19 2015 1 when i look up quest in dictionary i
only see the usage quest for but there is also a collocation in quest of here is the question it is correct to say in quest for
many people left home in quest of an ideal of their own

25 synonyms antonyms for quest thesaurus com

May 17 2023

definition for quest noun as in search exploration compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches adventure
chase crusade expedition exploration hunt inquiry investigation journey pilgrimage probe pursuit research search strong
matches

the quest for sleep full documentary film youtube

Apr 16 2023

the quest for sleep is a documentary film that follows real characters whose struggles with sleep threaten to unravel their
waking lives the character of s

the quest 2022 tv series wikipedia

Mar 15 2023

the quest is an american fantasy based reality television series that streams on the network disney that premiered on may
11 2022

quest definition and examples literary terms

Feb 14 2023

a quest kwest is a journey that someone takes in order to achieve a goal or complete an important task accordingly the
term comes from the medieval latin questa meaning search or inquiry quests are heroic in nature usually featuring one
protagonist who goes on a dangerous mission against all odds to save a group of people or society

the quest 2022 rotten tomatoes

Jan 13 2023

prince cederic harry aspinwall dravus mel mehrabian sorceress tavora watchlist trailer watchlist trailer in theaters at
home tv shows advertise with us eight teenagers go into the
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quest english meaning cambridge dictionary

Dec 12 2022

c2 a long search for something that is difficult to find or an attempt to achieve something difficult nothing will stop them
in their quest for truth she went to india on a spiritual quest to infinitive she does aerobics four times a week in her quest
to achieve the perfect body fewer examples

quest for in a sentence examples 21 ways to use quest for

Nov 11 2022

to use quest for in a sentence follow these simple steps determine the subject of your quest this could be a goal an
achievement or anything else you are searching for identify the action or purpose of your quest are you looking for
information trying to find a solution or aiming to achieve a specific outcome

the quest for tyr god of war ragnarok guide ign

Oct 10 2022

the quest for tyr god of war ragnarok guide ign by kbabz angie harvey brendan graeber 19 more updated nov 15 2022 the
quest for tyr is the second main quest you ll receive in

the quest exclusive trailer and release date revealed for

Sep 09 2022

posted apr 2 2022 10 30 am disney is blending the world of competitive tv with an epic fantasy story in the quest which
is set to debut on the streaming platform on wednesday may 11
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